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The key question 

of today is: We all 

want to do good –

amidst all the 

hardship. We all 

want to. But how, 

when, how much, 

how fast?  And 

what good? Which 

‘good’…?  

Let us start with a 

story.  
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The picture above and aside features Special 

Forces. (source: New York Times, 10 days ago; anonymized by 

me). Actually from the French “Foreign Legion”.  

They are/were combatting, on our behalf 

another malignant enemy à la Corona.  Groups 

like Boko Haram. Largely invisible, infectious, 

predating on the vulnerable such as children and 

elderly.   

5000 miles further, in the huge region all the 

way from Syria to the Philippines, the US is 

pulling out as many Special Forces as they can. 

What no physical enemy ever could, this invisible one is achieving in 3 months.  

Why? For both Europe and the USA want to do good. For their people.  

How to provide social distancing if your primary success vehicle is a cramped armored vehicle? Or an Apache 

helicopter? A mobile compound in which mission team members lie, eat, pray, shoulder to shoulder.  How to 

protect yourself and your buddies with masks when your primary protection items are helmets and on-jaw 

radio equipment?   

Even Pacific Fleet ships have been ordered to self-

quarantine at sea until the situation has become less 

opaque.  No hostile threat since WWII has ever been able 

to accomplish that ‘retreat’.  

 

So we find ourselves wrestling between at least two great purposes:  

- To protect the world in balancing peace vs war, humanity vs inhumanity (what the soldiers do on our 

behalf)   

- To protect our fellow citizens from corona, whatever situation they are in (what we do on the 

soldiers’ behalf).  

(I know I am simplifying …)  

 

In the containment phase we often wrestle 

with choices between ‘two evils’. 

It seems, in the recovery phase we will often wrestle 

with choices between ‘two blessings’.  (*) 
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(*) with is why all managers entering a leadship coaching trajectory with 

me are invited  to do an exercise helping them understand how they 

manage ‘pest-vs- cholera’ decisions or ‘dream1 vs dream2’  choices.  

 

 

BLOGPOST. BACK SWAN - BLUE SWAN : THE PURPOSE ACCELERATOR 

I keep getting suggestions and questions regarding doing better, faster in Change.  

Something tells me there is a selection bias in my ‘sent to’ list.   A positive one.  

Many are active in the health care/pharmaceutical/medtech areas.  Many of these many feel fired up.  “These 

are great times. Times to demonstrate what all this research is for. What the undisputable value of innovation 

is.  What pharma can do for society. … “  etc. Also “Proud to be … XYZ”. Proud to be working for my hospital in 

these times…” 

Some of these many feel empowered.  They write stuff to me like: “We are loading very significant amounts of 

money into this.  The money is there. Now is the time to be bold …”  Some write to me:  “I am experiencing a 

renewed, refreshed sense of purpose. This is what we are here for …” 

Someone else writes to me:  “We must be more ambitious. It is amazing seeing and witnessing how certain 

people and certain business adapt so fast to a new reality and really thrive... without falling to the temptation 

of reckless Tarzan-ing. I think the world needs a number of more faster moving, daring characters to pull the 

whole thing into new positive normality”.  

All of these readers share a big overlap between purpose and profession.  

And also, as you can see on CNN or other channels daily, in this health crisis also non-health companies are 

gearing up their fulfilment of purpose.  Starbucks providing free coffee/breakfast to health care workers.  

Uber providing free rides for health care personnel from home to hospital and back.  Dow making gallons of 

disinfectant for free. Etc etc.  All this within 30 days of the WHO issuing the battle cry ‘pandemic’.  

I applaud this. Unequivocally.  

 

But, this is not an OR/OR story. It is not about OR being fired up OR feeling fear. It is an AND/AND story.  

Please bear with me for this rather longish blog; it’s hard to split a holistic topic into readable slices.  .  Let 

me share some aspects. All of them witnessed real time during my own life and career.  We’ll talk about:  

I. Personal preferences & action bias 

II. Sense of Purpose & Meaning 

A. Core vs Non-Core 

B. Levels of Meaning 

III. The Why and the How 

A. Nietzsche and the Cheshire Cat 

IV. So What? Now What?  

A. At organizational level 
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1. Joint Reflections:  Oriental-like koans 

2. Cuddle champions 

B. At personal level 

1. Two wolves 

2. Keep looking for Blue Swans 

3. Make risks intelligent 

4. Get out of your stay 

 

 

 

I. Personal preferences & action bias 

It seems that some people have an easier relationship to Change and to Risks.  An easier attitude to “boldly go 

where no man has gone before”. To invest in ambitions other consider improbable.  What is it YOU, 

personally, see in this picture?  

 

 

Not just “What is it you see?” Tell me what your eyes stay the longest with?  

Is it the black swan? We all know right now what ‘Black Swans’ stand for. Health hardship and economic 

hardship.  

Is it the ‘Blue Swan’? Major societal advances emerging from the COVID episode. A beautiful opportunity 

arising from the commercial and technical shifts.  A chance for you to serve, lead and shine.  

The point is: there is little point pushing everybody that each and all should now embrace change to the 

fullest. To take risks, innovate, create, be bold.  There is point in talking to people and dialoging with them 

with questions such as:  

- Who feels positively compelled to invent new ways of working? Who feels an urge for new things? On 

fighting danger in inertia and procrastination? 

- Who has great and strong ideas on maintaining quality standards?  On securing things are taken care 

of properly? On fighting danger in sloppiness?  

- Who feels a heartbeat in taking care of others?  In maintaining cohesion, communication, exchange, 

wellbeing?  In developing a great new kind of herd or pack feeling. 

WHAT IS IT YOU 

SEE? 

G
. B

ro
u

w
ers 
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I know it is easy to write and even easier to say.  But the idea stands. Sure, people has titles and roles. Market 

Access, GM, Regulatory Affairs, Plant Manager, Department Head, Personal Assistant.  

But just banking on roles and positions will not get you back in the game as and when you want it. It will only 

get you back in the game when the virus allows you to…. And just expecting change-prone behaviors from 

each and all won’t get you there either.  It will get you somewhere but not there (where you want to be…).  

What is it you feel most naturally attracted to (and capable of contributions)?  

- Fighting of the black swan? Getting her back in her hole?  

- Fighting to liberate the blue swan?  Helping her to grow? 

- Inspiring with purpose? 

- Reaching out to customers and contractors? Renewing relations? 

- Inventing new processes? Championing quality?  

- Refreshing and renewing the culture?  

 

 

 

II.  Sense of Purpose & Meaning 

o Core vs Non-Core 

o Levels of Meaning 

 

Core versus Non-Core. 

 

 

In the years that I was lecturing on leadship at the IFB (Institute for Pharmaceutical Business) I often did this 

double exercise with the participants.  

- Stap 1 : “Waar sta je voor?”  (step 1 : what do you stand for?)  

- Stap 2:  “Waar ga je voor?”   (step 2 : what do you shoot for?)  

Some participants had an easy time answering these questions for themselves. Some were struggling. 
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 “Waar sta je voor?”   

 “Waar ga je voor?”    
 

What will you write on a piece of paper? Or on a 5 line mail to me? If you reflect on this for 2x 3 minutes?  

What is it your company stands for in these days? What is it your company will stand for Post Corona?      

What is it your company/department/team shoots for in this acute phase? What is it your 

company/department/team will shoot for in the emerging phase? And later in the post corona 

excelling/thriving phase?  

You find these questions easy?  All of you employed in pharmaceuticals with its abundance of talents, of 

quality processes, of global connections, of cash reserves? Then redo the exercise as if you were a care home, 

a train company, a school, an automotive company, a hotel chain.  

If you would be able, during 2020, 2021 and 2022, to only work 50% of the time, with only 50% of the 

customers present, only 50% of the staff at work, and only 50% of the money.  Then what will you consider to 

be your CORE? Your (new) core business, your (new) core contributions, your (new) core values, your (new) 

core processes.  

What would be CORE versus Non-CORE? 

 

(anecdote -  anonymized for confidentiality )  …. I have a niece who works at a major automotive company. Major. She 

is asked to work 3 out of 5 days. Day 4 and 5 are on ‘technical unemployment’. I.e. paid by society/tax payers.  

The unemployment compensation is topped-up by the company to 90% of salary. What is this major global 

company paying for?  

o Paying for social distancing? (i.e. making a direct heath care contribution) 

o Paying to secure the strategy of electrifying all models?  (i.e. securing the survival of the company) 

o Paying to retain a specific talent?  

o All of the above?  

What is your core, your purpose, when we have to sustain each other’s welfare and wellbeing say up till end 

2021?  
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Illustration 60: Just like the expression “Structure Follows Strategy” so the saying applies “Processes Follow Purposes”.  

 

Extra benefit of reflecting on this:  purpose initiates process. But in all domains -  education, taxes, 

administration, commerce, .. -  after a while process efficiencies can become a purpose an sich.  Cfr in several 

countries, in recent years,  health care efficiencies had a tendency to become a goal/ a process  an sich. When 

that happens the process defeats the very purpose it was created to serve.  Disruptions like this one will 

question purpose and hence processes.  

 

Disruptions like this one 

will question processes 

 because they sharpen questions regarding 

core versus non-core purposes.  
 

 

Q: have you done the little exercise yet?   

By yourself? Or mailed to me?  

 

 

But even when the company/the organization has matched/re-matched purpose versus societal needs, the 

challenge remains: How to implement this? Across the organization?  
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Levels of Meaning. 

 

Purpose most often refer to a “Why” or a “What for”. “Why are we here? (as a 

hospital/ministry/bakery/taxi/…)”.   A bit like a ‘raison d’être’.  The meaning of ‘being it’. That is great. But not 

every day. 

In daily live - for people to thrive - people they also like their work to have some meaning. Meaning refers 

rather to a “What about?”  i.e. “What is this about?”  A bit like a ‘raison de faire’.  The meaning of ‘doing it’. 

There are always significant difference of ‘meaning’ at different levels of operations/involvement.   

In my teachings on leadship, I 

often tell the well-known story of 

the stone makers in the Middle 

Ages.  A rider (knight probably ) 

rides by a huge wharf (chantier). 

He asks the mason: “What is it 

you do?”   

 Says the mason, in rough 

language: “Can’t you %*%$§ see? 

I am working my butts of in the 

mud to feed my wife and 5 

children and to pay the rent of my 

ramshackle hut…!”  

 

 

 

The knight carries on and sees a second person, 

doing approximately the same thing, i.e. carving 

stones. “What is it you do?”   

Says the mason: “Can’t you see? Isn’t it obvious?  I am 

making nice sculptures.  It’s not easy! Its craftwork.  

But I love it!  I am a master at this.”    
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On rides on the knight.  He finds a third 

mason.  

“What is it you do?”  

“Hé, says the mason. Can’t you see?  I am 

building a cathedral.”  

 

 

 

 

 

It is a leadship behavior to regularly translate overarching purposes into on the job meaning. Don’t just 

congratulate a COVID nurse on WHAT she is doing. Good colleagues do that too.  Don’t just tell a care worker 

THAT his task is important. Good managers do that too. Dialogue with her to share HOW what she does 

contributes to the goal, the purpose. Share with the care worker HOW his contribution fits the strategy and 

how it progresses things to a better next reality.  

This is very well explained in The Summa p48 
      – 
section ‘On reframing and referring.’  

 

It is a leadship behavior to regularly translate 

overarching purposes into on-the-job meaning. 

 

In continuity the giving of meaning comes easier. For whatever job or role. In the context of change, one has 

to be more mindful about how co-workers see it.  Some might be promoted in a few weeks, some might be 

demoted (due to a restructuring).  

For sure, the board and the executive team of the Belgian National Railways are already revisiting their 

purpose and planning for the beyond period. Meanwhile, the individual train inspector has been put on ‘1-

day-per-5 days’ work. With largely empty trains. And a partner at home whose cozy coffee shop had to be 

closed.  

I hear people say:  “Yeah, but now is not the time to think or debate about the meaning of things. We are in a 

crisis. We have to move, move, move.”  …  “Het moet vooruit gaan !!”  (inside-out reasoning)  

Or, the other way around. People making the same argument but the other way around: via an outside-in 

reasoning.  

- “5G needs to be accelerating because schools will massively shift to on-line teaching”. (NB: a survey in 

the UK showed 2in 3 pupils to ignore the on-line classes...)  
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- “We should ignore individual ‘previous century’ privacy concerns. For the sake of ….” (NB: in the 

Netherlands some students are challenging on-like exams because the pictures of their private homes 

will be stored…;)  

- “The change is accelerating all kinds of stuff that was already brewing/cooking…”   (NB: since March 

13th I have seen two restructurings emerging and one stalling…)  

- “Corona will force hospital networks to accelerate...” (NB: really? Someone else suggested to rather 

create one ‘contamination-dedicated hospital’. ..) 

- “We must invest in robotics and local 3D printing”.  (NB: probably – but for that we need a quantum 

leap in teaching, training, certifying and giving meaning to youngsters wanting to study exactly that)  

- “We, as a sector, must rush forward to e-commerce, full range home deliveries, and gig-economics” (= 

mostly freelance workers for global platforms; e.g. Uber; Airbnb, etc) (NB: really - ?  why don’t you 

read up a bit on the rapidly evolving side-effects regarding gig economy)  

 
No time to spend 15 minutes every two weeks on the evolving meaning of what you are asking you colleagues 

to do and how?  Imagine building that cathedral but not in comfortable peace times.  But in the midst of a 

pest epidemic?  How many will feel that they are “just moving stones…”? How many that it is an opportunity 

to show “their craftsmanship”, “their mastery”?  How many that their contribution is a piece of something 

lasting beyond the opaqueness of the crisis?   

I used to live by the saying “What we do in life echoes into eternity”.  But how many can, will, do… in these 

unequal times…  So, yes, in leadship we should we engage in some ‘translational work’ (yes, like translational 

research/medicine) from purpose-for-all to meaning-for-each. Yet when we do that, the next question 

becomes: 

“How to go about it without adding confusion or complexity?” 

Let us not reinvent the wheel. Although ‘old as from 1943’, we can still use Maslow’s hierarchy to simplify 

thinking and talking. 
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As far as I can see – I am not an insider and like most of you I depend on the media - the authorities have done 

a pretty good job at societal level (see illustration below). 
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Then what about your team, your unit, your organization, your company?  

 

Illustration 61 (left bottom): Good leadship aims to succeed at different levels of meaning. So that ALL co-workers can feel good about 

their daily contributions.   

 

 

 

III. The Why and the How:  

 

About paying attention to BOTH the WHY and the HOW. The Whatfor and the Howto. About 

Nietzsche and the Cheshire Cat …  

Nietzsche is famous for his saying (here in French version ) : « Celui qui a un  ‘pourquoi’  peut vivre avec 

n'importe quel ‘comment’ »  (In full : : « Celui qui a un  ‘pourquoi’ qui lui tient lieu de but, de finalité peut vivre 

avec n'importe quel ‘comment’ »   

 (a colleague who was a member of the union negotiation team in a major collective dismissal process once 

threw this at me…..)  

Nietzsche and I don’t agree  - when it comes to leadship applications  .   

For me that WHATFOR and the HOWTO are 

two sides of the same coin.  
 

Cfr between 2010 and 2014 I wrote in the manuscript  The Summa (page 55)  

 

“In leadship, 

the setting of the vision 

 and the handling of change towards that vision 

are two aspects of the same thing.” 
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Consider these three contexts:   

- So many nurses, from Antarctica to Alaska, from Timbuctoo to 

Tokyo, are working 200% day and night, not on red bull or any 

extrinsic motivators, but on purpose, passion, and the sense of 

being part of something larger than themselves.  

o Nonetheless, we cannot ignore that they are 

insufficiently protected and have fears. That they will 

get exhausted, maybe even sick. And that in 2021, we 

won’t give them all a 20% pay-check increase. 

- So many talents, from research to reimbursement, from clinical 

benches to factory benches working flat out to get ventilators 

or test kits, medicines or vaccines, out to the communities. 

Being proud of their companies/universities and thriving on the 

rush of realizing something faster than pre-existing imagination could predict it. 

o Nonetheless, these championing persons, will get tired too of the relentless ‘on screen’ time, 

the ‘back-to-back’ calls, and the sleep disturbance that will creep in. And we won’t give them 

all 20% more means in 2021. 

- So many front liners, from cashiers to chauffeurs, from postmen to policemen, are facing daily co-

citizens that possibly ignore they are contaminated or possibly conceal they are contaminated.  

o And, no, we won’t give them all 20% more colleagues/FTE in 2021. 

 

So, MEANING MATTERS.  And so do MODI OPERANDI. 

 

Hence I allow myself to differ from Nietzsche.  In change for me, it is an AND/AND story. 

-  AND we should seek, promote, recognize and reward behaviors like risk taking, purpose setting, 

courage, creativity, and meaning.  

- AND we should work step by step to secure good working conditions for all.  

 

But the next question then of course becomes?  “What roads to take?”  

 

 

 “If you don’t know 

where you are 

going any road can 

take you there.” – 

The Cheshire Cat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 60: Just like the expression  “Structure Follows Strategy” so the saying applies “Processes Follow Purposes”.  
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IV. So What? Now What?  

a. At organizational level 

i. Joint Reflections:  Oriental-like 

koans 

ii. Cherish Change Champions 

 

 

Joint reflections : Oriental-like koans 

 
Organizational life is not wonderland. So how to go about it? What roads to take?  

I won’t provide classical advice.  I will leave that to the big boys à la McKinsey, Boston Consulting, PWC, etc  

I won’t dwell on all great things that ye all are already doing. I hear great stories of large digital meetings, 

including digital break-out, jam boards, etc.  

 

I offer you something different.  Much more gratis, much more inspiring.  But it takes effort from you.  Not 

from your brain but from your soul.  

 

When I wrote my book on Leadship, I wanted to crystallize 

things.  To strip insights from all circumstantial stuff.  In the 

east there are things called ‘koans’.  Very simplified they are 

short questions or texts, meant to prompt the reader-reflector 

to formulate an answer for herself. The more concise the koan 

the more space there is for the person’s personal reflection.   

Like all new practices, this is hard in the beginning, but valuable 

if not fun, later on. Because there is so much room for 

personally filling in the blanks, these can be excellent 

prompters to warm up a team discussion. Or a group 

reflection.  

 

In my books there are a lot of them. They can be used for 

sparring with other members of your organization on “What road should Alice try?”.  

 

From the book ‘de Summa’ on leadship: (as about a third of the readers have a copy of the book I added the pages for your 

convenience) 

  “No Change in Perspective is possible, without a Perspective on the Change.” (p55)  
o (this regards strategizing and envisioning…)   

 “When all is going well, vision is what keeps you on course. When all is going hell, values 

are what keep you on course.” (p61) 

 “Leaders who have not enough personal balance will bring their teams out of balance.” 
o (Summa Principle #15 –p 83) 

 “Sometimes leading implies not interfering.”  

o Summa Principle #16 – p84)  (a derivative from the famous ancient Chinese principle of Wu Wei) 

 “When the organization lets go of what it was, it becomes what it might be.” 
o  (Summa Principle #17 – p 85) 

All but a few quotes are 

originally mine. They were 

specifically developed to 

facilitate reflective thinking and 

joint dialoguing. Thank you for 

referring when you use them. 

Geri.  
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 “Change and Change only make you know yourself.”  (p204) 

 “Change Perspectives have to be radical. Change Pathways have to be practical.” 
o  (Summa Principle # 40; p 209) 

 “Minor change implemented in a disciplined way will outperform major change 

implemented in a sloppy way.”  
o (Summa Principle # 41; p 213)  

 “Something too hard snaps, something too soft folds.”  
o (Summa Principle #42 – p215) 

 “Absent fair decision, people will accept fair process.” (Quote p217)  

  “People are more capable of major change that they initiated themselves than of minor 

change that is imposed on them.”  
o (Summa principle #43 – p216) 

 “True Change comes from within” 
o  (meaning from taking action from within the organization-not from stating comments on the sidelines)  (Summa 

Principle # 45  – p 223) 

 “If you think changing others is difficult, try changing yourself.” (p222)  

 “In Change, be strict on your soul. Be flexible on everything else.” 
o  (Summa Principle #46 – p 224)  

 

And if you want some more prompters from the booklet on Change:  

 “Change doesn’t stand a change unless/until it becomes smoother that non-change.” (°2016) 

 “People are more capable of major change that they initiated themselves than of minor change 

that is imposed on them.” (°2008) 

 “If you want something in life that you have never had, you need to do something that you have 

never done and you need to stop doing something that you have always done.”  (°2015) 

 

And from my booklet ‘On Trust’ 

 “It is hard for people who don’t trust themselves to trust others.” ( On Trust, p.6)  

 “If you are ready to trust yourself, then you are ready to trust others. IF not, then not.” (On 

Trust, p. 25 - ; also Summa Principle #26 –p145)  

 “If you feel unwilling to receive trust, maybe you are unwilling to take risks.” (booklet ‘On 

Trust; also Summa quote p 160) 

 “You can’t talk yourself out of a situation you behaved yourself into, but you can behave 

yourself out of a situation you talked yourself into.” (booklet On Trust, p 65; modified from S.M. Covey in 

‘The Speed of Trust) ) 

 “You cannot create a high-performance organization in a low-trust culture. Yet also, you 

cannot create a high-trust culture in a low-performance organization. (Summa Principle #30 –p 

163). 

o  (in the Corona context this would paraphrase itself into “You cannot create a high-

performance country in a low-trust culture. Yet also, you cannot create a high-trust culture 

in a low-performance country.”  

 

 

Plus two quotes that are not mine. But that might equally inspire some of your team dialogues on the 

‘beyond’ period. 

  “What got you here won’t get you there” (author unknown) 
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 “If you did what you did, you will get what you got.” (Marc Lammers; Dutch hockey coach) 

 “When you make a commitment you build hope. When you keep that commitment you 

build trust.” (author unknown)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cherish Change Champions 

 
In classic change, you are trying to deviate from a more or less 

continuity curve. You are venturing in insufficiently chartered 

territory.  It’s scary but doable.  You trying something new, but 

more or less on your timings. Most risks are on the content, the 

substance. Much less on the speed.  

In disruptive change, by definition, you are running behind the 

curve. So, you are trying something unchartered while time and 

timings are also unchartered. So, there are risks both in substance 

and in speed.  

Every time I publish a blog I take a risk. Because I am trying to look 

ahead. Of the curve.  

SIDE BOX : 

 

People who know me know that I am a fan of ancient oriental learning. (*) 

Starting from the premise that no-one can advise on what another person 

should do with her life,  scholars in this setting merely offer some ‘nuggets’. 

Brief pieces. 

Leaving it up to each person to fill in with their own stories,                           

their own insights, their own next actions. 

I know, from feedback, that for us, people from the more Cartesian west,     

this feels often too cryptic. 

Often uncomfortable. 

But I see it working well so often in my coaching & mentoring:  

the breakthrough is generated by the person herself, not by the ‘mentor’… 

So, yes, I believe this way of working can be of help. 

 

(*) hence the alias ‘Zius’ . Which is a contraction of the Chinese  prefix  ‘Zi’ (teacher/master) and 

the Latin suffix  ‘–ius’   like in Ovidius, Livius etc.  Which serves as inspiration and drive for me, 

not as title !!   ) 
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Easy to criticize. Which is fine with me. Because for what I am trying to do it can only sharpen my 

outlook.  

 

But in an organization, criticizing change champions has to be done with finesse. For if done too 

bluntly it can kill not the champion but the change.  

 

Those of you who have colleagues championing change, cherish them.  They might seem heroes to 

you. But they too need to get to sleep in the night. They too need to 

balance determinations and doubts during the days. They too have a 

family/other life. 

 

No need to cherish them to Mandela, Beyoncé, Steve Jobs or Roger 

Federer levels, or whatever your heroes are. But cherish them. Cuddle 

them. Tell them they inspire you.   

 

And I am not talking the big stuff (only) that makes is to the Yammer or 

Slack groups. I am talking small stuff. 

 

I am not talking (only) the all-out persons. I am also talking the humble, 

introvert heroes whose answers often are “I am just doing my job…”  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures from http://www.theultrapreneurs.com/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.theultrapreneurs.com/
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V. So What? Now What?  

a.  

b. At personal level 

i. Two wolves: feed your faith, not your fears. 

ii. Get Going. Get out of your stay 

iii. Make risks intelligent 

iv. Keep looking for Blue Swans 

 

 

So. Great. Your unit/entity is paying attention to purpose and to meaning. To what roads Alice should take. 

Still, engaging down those paths can, at times, be exhilarating, and at times feel scary. Then what?  

 

 

Two wolves : Feed your faith, not your fears.  

 

Negative thoughts can create uncertainty, anxiety, anger, resentment, jealousy, indifference - an endless 
specter of emotions.   

But even positive intentions like experimenting, failing forward, risk taking, exploring new relationships with 
new partners etc, trying out new political coalitions etc, can carry feelings of anxiety. A bit like overcoming 
fear of highs when wanting to climb or wanting to visit the top panorama on a sky scraper. Or like a first 
presentation to a large public crowd…  

Having these thoughts is OK. 

Hosting these thoughts can be tricky. 

Harboring these feelings can sap our energies, drain our natural drives.  

If we, on top of having these thoughts, start criticizing ourselves for having them, erosion of self-confidence is 
not far away. What to do?   

Some self-compassion is in order here to shift from negative thoughts to positive ones.  No more clear 
example that the Cherokee tale of the Two Wolves.  (see the post-scriptum for the difference between self-compassion 

and self-pity)  

(reproduced in short here - original author and first publication reference unknown / https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two_Wolves )  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two_Wolves
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An old Cherokee is teaching his grandson 
about life. “A fight is going on inside me,” 
he said to the boy. 

“It is a terrible fight and it is between two 
wolves. One is evil – he is anger, envy, 
sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-
pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, 
false pride, superiority, and ego.” He 

continued, “The other is good – he is joy, 
peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, 

kindness, benevolence, empathy, 
generosity, truth, compassion, and faith. 
The same fight is going on inside you – 

and inside every other person, too.” 

The grandson thought about it for a 
minute and then asked his grandfather, 

“Which wolf will win?” 

The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one 
you feed.” 

 

 

It is the same. In all disasters, in all crises, in all shake-ups. Whether tsunamis, Dutroux, the banks going down 
in 2008, great droughts, Companies going bankrupt, loved people dying, envy, malign nationalism trying to 
rise... 

But! Notwithstanding the burdens that come onto us, there is this giant force inside us. This thing of nature.  
This thing refusing to die and willing to shine. 

To touch, to share, to shoulder, to enlighten.  The will to live, to do good, to make it count, to care. To shield 
and to build, to start and restart. To treasure the smallest beauty amidst the biggest burden. To know again 
what matters. To be grateful for what is there, rather that sad or angry for what isn’t. To be grateful for who is 
there. Rather than feeling despair or cynicism for who isn’t.  That flame that never dies. And always comes out 
on top of the darks.  To re-enlighten a new period of purpose, prosperity, and beauty, fun and love.  That is 
the flame of humanity. 

That is the white wolf. And it is inside us all.  We should just not forget to feed it. And when we see a white 
wolf starving … in another person, another team, another unit, another nation … to share some of the food 
that we have left.  

For - childish as the text may seem in the book The Jungle Book - for teams there is truth in the saying:  “The 
strength of the wolf is in the pack. And the strength of the pack is in the wolf.” Meaning: would it not be for 
the skill and will of the individual, society would have little strength. And would it not be for the standing 
together and growing together in society the individual would have little strength.  

Feed the right beast. Your own or others. And be neither shy nor hostage of your ego. Allow yourself to be 
helped with others’ food rations. If and when that is the right thing to do.  
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Get Going.  

 

Try something. Not necessarily for every 

unknown. Get going.  

A person in my network contacted me 

recently. “No way a virologist will have time 

for me now” + “Nobody seems to have any 

data on <….>” + “ This will never be 

describable in a royal decree” + “no data on 

whether the hospital or the patients will be 

willing to pay for this”…   

4 unknowns. 4 uncertainties.   

Don’t wait for all unknowns to get clarified.  Try something. See which bulb will lighten up when you switch a 

switch (see blogpost 8 and 11). For, tomorrow you will wish you had started today.” 

 

 

Don’t even wait for the Blue Swans.  They don’t come like the Black ones do. You have to seek them, search, 

them, open yourself to then. Even develop them.  They might present themselves to you as duckling.  Even 

ugly ones with only a few shades of promising blue.  Will you develop them?  

 

Unlike under continuity where a good horizon scanner sees things coming, the order is not “Spot a Blue Swan, 

then get going”. No, in disruptive change you 

have to get going, fail, correct, fail, build, fail, 

craft. And then, like a David out of a block of 

marble, the blue swan that was always there 

will emerge out of the crafting.  

 

I know it is discomforting.  But, remember, 

great things never came from comfort zones. 

You need to leave your stay to catch your prey.  
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Make risks intelligent.  

 

And if it seems too risky, to yourself, your unit, your entity, your company, then do what our health care 

workers and governments do: mitigate the risks. Make the risks more intelligent. 

 

 

- Corona: the work to be done is essential but the physical space is too narrow?   

o Remember the armored vehicle or the Black Hawk helicopter. Try cleaning completely. Try 

masks. Maybe one day a company will develop a test for ‘air samples’, allowing to track the 

vehicle’s air contamination.  

- Corona:  schoolyards: too crowded?  

o There are 12 half-hour slots between 09am and 3pm.  

o How about rotating playing? How about fencing of 4 zones? How about emptying some 

classrooms and make them inner playgrounds?  

- Corona: like with alcohol there will always be a small part of the population that is too pig-headed to 

follow the rules properly.  

o How about WODKA-like actions?  (for my foreign friends : these are highly targeted barrages 

during which many drivers are checked for drink & drive.  How about temperature checks and if 

too high an immediate swab. If the swab is positive the driver and/or passengers get a fine 

(later on).  

- Corona:  the beach?! How to get all Belgian on a beach?  

o A) I will never forget moving to Denmark for work. Going to the community swimming pool. It 

was 1995. The lady, politely but insisting told me “We will signal you when you and your family 

will be allowed in and then you have 2 hours.”  I just came from working 8 months in the USA 

and Canada.  Can you image how disruptive I perceived this?  We had, as a family, been in 

boxes for 10 days and this was our first time out for leisure.  (All that know me are now 

grinning…   -- OK …  )  

o Wikipedia says the Belgian cost is like a 67 km long swimming pool with up to 500m beach and 

up to 2.5 km of dune areas.  Surely we can figure out something.  Remember “Most blinds are 

in our minds”. And yes, we will have to accept to fail and take the shit.  Of the first 2 or 3 

missed tactics.  

- Corona: the special ‘networked way of working’ between triage centers, first line practitioners and 

hospital specialty.  Allegedly to be closed after the crisis.  

o Hell no! 
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o From February 2018 onwards – yes two years ago -  I published a series on ‘What Leadship for 

What Healthcare?” . I postulated back then in great detail that these leadship behaviours would 

show their value. I quote 

 Leading ‘bridge building’ behaviors 

 Leading ‘Failure-is-an-option’ behaviours 

 Leading AND/AND thinking (AND expertise AND experience) 

 Leading ‘looping back’ behaviors 

 A ‘circularity’ mindset  

I wrote about ‘Towards a purpose driven system’ 

I wrote about a Trilemma. Some politicians think the dilemma health vs economy is hard.  I 

wrote about the trilemma ‘Quality’ versus ‘Accessibility’ versus ‘Sustainability’.  

I wrote about developing Pathways:  

 P1: “To evolve from mostly ‘cohort care’ to AND ‘cohort care’ AND ‘community care’   “ 

 P2: “To evolve from integrating mostly ‘departmental competences’ to integrating 

mostly ‘practice capabilities’    “ 

 P3: “To evolve from mostly ‘supply driven’ innovation to ‘demand driven’ innovation.” 

I introduced the notion of “ NOKE’s “ = Next Of Kin Equivalents.  How useful would this not 

have been for all the care home elderly singles who died in loneliness?  

 

He who is willing to fail is he who is willing to move things forward.  Isn’t that the basis of a 

both a science mind-set and an entrepreneurial mind-set. Not just to figure out why 

something might be true, but also to figure out why it might not hold true?  

IF some things in my paper were too avant garde or potentially plainly wrong, how then 

could we ‘intelligize’ risk? Probably via:  

 top-down pilot projects 

 By checking in other countries  

 Via bottom-up community mechanisms 

  

(the separate blogposts are still available on my LinkedIn page. 

For those who like to have this but find LinkedIn too messy 

 => just send me a mail and I will return you the consolidated paper  
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Keep looking for Blue Swans.  
 

Look for the Blue Swans. Not just the 

black swan. Seek openings, seek new 

beginnings, see new pathways, seek 

opportunities, seek du jamais fait.  

 

 

Let me kick start this for you. 

(remember – it is not about being 

right, it is about Step 3: Exploring & 

Experimenting) 

 

 

 

 

Blue Swan 1.  

A potential blue swan is a new widespread societal attention to pre-emptive governance. Or prudential 

governance as Ivan Van de Cloot (°Itinera) would call it. Implying society investing e.g.  10% of resources 

anticipatively in catastrophe containment + management and 90% in continuity socio-economics.  Instead of 

100% in here and now, soon and next socio-economic. This will be done on 3 fronts: 

- Cyber catastrophes  (including public transport not riding, hospitals on back-up power generators, 

nuclear plant shutdowns for 4 weeks to 3 months, and citizens unable to use web mails and 

smartphones) 

- Contamination catastrophes (including e.g. the corona virus mutating into a less contagious but more 

virulent 2.0 strain áfter the general vaccination period) 

- Climate catastrophes (incl.  generalized droughts and sudden flooding both combining into recurrent 

food shortages)  

Any technology, engineering, management, new financial tools that can proof their worth on these front will 

prosper.  (I have some ideas but this is not the time and place) 

 

Blue Swan 2:  

The rise of ‘point-of-concern pre-testing’.  Note: I didn’t write ‘testing’.   With the need rising to have tools 

that are fast, cheap, and widespread an industry will rise to develop pre-testing. Meaning, tools with low 

accuracy but just enough accuracy to allow triage at the point-of-concern (i.e.  in a care center or at the GP or 

at a school or at a detention center or at the airport/harbour.). Even with only 70% accuracy it will allow the 

decision to have a health care professional to be called in or not, and to proceed to non-in-location, more 

definitive but also more expensive testing.   

- This could be as simple as something on your I-phone (sweating or not/shivering or not) to simplified 

Idylla-like pre-testing. (Idylla, TM Biocartis). 
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Blue Swan 3:   

Zip code health governance.  5 years ago I wanted to sit together with an ex-fellow manager to create a short 

5 question list that many citizens could fill in and hand in to their trusted HCP (Health Care Professional). Who 

would anonymize it and pass on to a data center.  It would give a rough ‘drone view’ to municipalities on the 

general heath level.  Who doesn’t want to live in a zip code that is known to have a lot of healthy, happy, long 

living citizens? What town council would not take action if a health map score is deviating from past success?  

(The project didn’t fly – we were both too busy with other things …        )  

- Corona, Fine particle smog, flu,  have highlighted that good health governance 

is not just the job of one person at the city council but that all city council 

members – whether accountable for transport or for school or for 

environment must include health-related measures in their budget proposals. 

And that metrics & targets are needed at a level that is manageable  ( 

‘behapbaar’) for the authorities and recognizable (‘herkenbaar’) for the citizens=voters=taxpayers. 

 

Blue Swan 4:  

‘Sliceable’  digital health records.  (cfr blogpost ‘slice-to-nice’).  We cannot, as a private 

citizen and as a society, go through these privacy discussions every time in the midst 

of the crisis’ darkest hour.  Neither can we allow politics with ‘dark intentions’ to 

misuse or abuse crises to promote lesser freedom/more powers  agendas. (Not in 

Belgium) .  We must help Real World Evidence to accelerate everything, from 

containment to vaccination+medication development to resource needs simulations.  Yet sharing everything 

with everybody is not the solution either.  

So, there is a future for health record software to allow slicing and dicing record modules a bit like a colourful 

RUBIC cube.  After which specific parts can be used for specific purposes. Faster, Lighter, Cheaper. More safe 

and more sustainable. 

 

Blue Swan 5  

According to the Belgian Federal Plan Bureau the percentage of ‘singles’ in Belgium by 2060 will be circa 50%.  

Not just young singles but a dominant part also high age single widows.  Will we in 2060 still let many of them 

die ‘single’, alone, helpless?  I think not!   

We need to develop much lower threshold, convenient ways of self-

learning and communication for this elderly group.  With much more 

simple tools.  Is a simple, light, cheap, augmented reality head screen 

possible that makes adherence to medication, explanation of 

physiotherapy movements, explanation of sanitary or containment 

measures, but also communication with more remote friends and family 

possible?  

With projection of the patient’s pack inserts and the colour of her pill on screen to avoid medication mistakes.  

Plus short You Tube-like or TicToc-like clips on how to use an inhaler or any other medication device.  Can’t be 

more difficult than making cars, can it?  
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Blue Swan 6: 

 

My mother is 90, widow, lives alone in an apartment since 18 years and practices self-testing on blood 

pressure and pulse at home since many years.  She can still do her short walks and shop small groceries. And 

hence can get contaminated. My father in law is 90, lives alone in an apartment since a few years and 

practices self-testing on blood pressure at home since a few years.  He can’t walk any distance anymore but 

lives above a food retailer. So, he daily goes to buy his groceries for the day every day. Hence, he can get 

contaminated.  

Being alone at home, both might progress from contamination to crisis without anyone knowing in time to 

prevent ventilation. 

With what we know from COVID-19, the virus may attack the cells fabricating surfactant in the longs, thereby 

progressively reducing the effectiveness of the small air sacs.  Over a period as long as two weeks people 

might develop a very mild disease and recover. Or progress to a sudden phase of 

hypoxia.  And as we all know ventilation has not just benefits. The burden on the 

patient and the staff is significant. 

Within 5 years a little blue swan should have reduced that exposure.  Home 

devices will be developed to combine pulse oximetry + blood pressure + heart 

rate in a financially affordable fashion and with ‘mistake-proof’ simplicity. 

Together with simple temperature tracking this goes a long way in terms of pre-

alert testing.  Fatigue is another COVID ‘signal’ that something is not right. Car and 

truck manufacturers are working rapidly to develop ‘fatigue and alertness’ tracking apps for drivers.  Spill it 

over to the home setting and we would have covered most of the insidious signs of corona.  With no certainty 

that a vaccine will work well in the 90+ of age population I would already feel much better if out of these 

ducklings came one or two little blue swans…. 

 

Blue Swan 7:  

Some pharma, diagnostic and medtech companies have been experimenting for years with ‘open-

architecture’  and ‘inter-operability’ ways of collaborating.  Open Architecture mostly in pre-R&D or R&D.  

Inter-operability mostly in manufacturing and pre-manufacturing. This will increase. So those who build the 

Skills, Wills & Drills, including new ‘Winning Routines’ on this will come out on top in  3 to 10 years.  (* for the 

details on Winning Routines, and the Skill.Will.Drill.  framework I refer to my book on building superior teams).  

 

Blue Swan 8:  

This is a bit of a black & blue swan, depending from which perspective you look. I foresee a tilt towards mostly 

demand driven innovation, away from mostly supply driven innovation. Why? (1) The physical, mental, and 

organizational repercussions on the whole medical profession will reverberate for years to come. (2) The 

economical and budgetary fall-out will sharpen constraints for years to come. 

So, the companies and organizations that educate themselves fast on demand needs and re-organize 

themselves to meet those needs with innovation and participation will come out on top. 
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Dear reader,  

We have come to the end of a rather longish blogpost.  

But it is all your positive fault. The more you tease me with your mails, insights, remarks, the more I feel 

inspired to write and to share. For, we are in this together.  And because I still believe in the mantra that is 

heading the home page of my website: “The best of ourselves is what happens in others.” 

 

In short:  The 5 line line-up: 

 What aspects of change might you be inclined to? Have affinity with? Become great at?  

 AND purpose (of being) AND meaning (of doing) matter. 

 AND the ‘Whatfor’ AND the ‘Howto’ matter. 

 ‘Intelligize’ risks 

 Get going. To catch a prey you need to leave your stay.  

 

Next time we talk tool & technique again. I will dive into the 8 o’clock tool “Switch Switches”.  More soon,  

 

Wishing you well!  

Enjoy reflecting. Enjoy contributing. Geri.  

Geri G. Brouwers  

bro@meta-meta-be | 0032-476-43.30.31 

References:  

#1: ‘On Change’; A.G. Zius, © 2014.  

#2: ‘Seven habits of highly effective people’; Steven Covey;  

#4: ‘Switch’, Chip & Dan Heath.  

#5: ‘Change Anything’; Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny et al. 

 

For other texts on Leadship, Teamship, Change and Trust, please consult  

- The publication website www.zius.net 

- My LinkedIn page containing several more brief yet illustrated blogposts https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-brouwers-

meta-zius/  

 

 

http://www.zius.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-brouwers-meta-zius/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-brouwers-meta-zius/
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